STATE, PROVINCIAL, LOCAL, AND PRIVATE SECTOR LEADERSHIP IN CLIMATE POLICY
Tuesday, July 25th, 2:30pm – 5:30pm

2:30PM  Introductions from Moderator - Rep. Jeff Morris, Washington Legislature, Chair, House Technology and Economic Development Committee

2:40PM  Market Driven Climate Action

How are global markets impacting corporate decisions on energy policy? What are the imperatives driving global companies in the terms of their climate policy? How are companies addressing risk of future regulations in their business modelling?

- Stacy H. Smedley, Leed BD+C, LFA, Director of Sustainability, Skanska USA Building
- David Akiyama, EHS Policy & Strategy, Senior Manager, The Boeing Company
- Steve Baczko, Acting Director, Oregon Business Alliance for Climate

3:20PM  Provincial and Municipal Climate Policy - What actions are states, provinces, and local governments taking to reduce their carbon footprint?

- Rep. Jeff Reardon, Oregon State Legislature
- Robyn Luff, Member of the Legislative Assembly, Government of Alberta
- Mayor Don Iveson, City of Edmonton
- Nathan Howard, Senior Policy Advisor, Mayor Ted Wheeler, Portland City Hall
- Sen. Cynthia Wolken, Montana State Legislature

4:40PM  Opportunities for Regional Collaboration

- Jana Gastellum, Program Director- Climate, Oregon Environmental Council

4:55PM  Discussion – Panelists & Dialogue

- Each jurisdiction is unique, and each is addressing climate in different ways. Can the Region as a whole surpass the Paris Agreement targets even without US federal participation?
- How can states, provinces, and territories collaborate on measuring success? How can we collaborate on climate goals, methods, and how can we track improved carbon reductions?
- Is there interest in developing an analysis of the PNWER region’s carbon footprint? Is there currently an organization suited to do this? Based on population and square miles, how do we compare with other regions in the world?

5:30 PM  Adjourn